Galilean Nights Event ID: gn583

Number of telescopes: 5 telescopes
Number of organisers: 5
Number of attendees: 15

Event photos: http://www.flickr.com/photos/44719215@N02/4110019112/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/44719215@N02/4109255491/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/44719215@N02/4109255583/

Event Report:
We could not watch stars due to bad weather. We could only chat about stars and other celestial bodies. We postponed the event to next Friday. We talked about "Jupiter and the stars around it", then, we watched Jupiter and the Moon through "You are Galileo" telescopes. After that, children made art with torn scrap of paper under the theme of Jupiter.
We could watch Jupiter only for a short time because of clouds. However, children confirmed "Jupiter and the satellites" seriously. They had a great time creating arts with torn scrap of paper with their parents, and the arts had great individualities.